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Golden Knights baseball team sweeps Rutgers in three- game series-in Sports
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Gull-toting trespassers
arrested on campus
officers waited near the truck for the
suspects to exit the woods.
When the two males apTwo 35-year-old males were proached the truck, the officers
arrested and charged for discharg- pointed their weapons at them, idening firearms on UCF property on tified themselves and advised them
Feb. 18.
to drop their weapons.
At5:20p.m., Cpl. Hugh CarAccording to Carpenter, one
penterofthe UCFPD was patrolling of the males began to raise his
the east side of the campus when he weapon when another officer, who
spotted a blue Chevy S-10 pick-up was hiding nearby, assisted in contruck parked at a grassy area known vincing the suspects that resisting
as the "burrow pit." The burrow pit was useless.
is behind the engineering building
The suspects dropped their
and past the dirt parking lot.
weapons, a .22 calibre long rifle and
When the officer approached a 12 gauge shotgun, and were arthe vehicle, he found "numerous 12 rested. A search of the truck p_rogauge shotgun and .22 rifle shells duced two .30 calibre rifles.
(empty cases) in the bed of the truck
Tony Lee Henegar, 11423
and mostly laying on the ground." English St., Orlando, Fl. 32817.
Carpenter also said he found and David A. Lyons, 2831 Sanka
five .30 calibre shells next to the Drive, Orlando, Fl. 32826 were
truck.
arrested and charged with tresAt the same time, Carpenter· passing with a firearm, trespasssaid he heard gunshots being fired ing on school property with a firein the woods near the truck and the arm and discharging a firearm on
voices of two males coming his school property.
way.
Henegar was also arrested for
After radioing for back up, possession of under 20 grams of
Carpenter and two other UCFPD ffi(lrijuana.
by JEFF HUNT
News editor

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Chasity Mcclendon misses
one of two attempted free
throws from the charity
stripe during the NCAA
tournament. The Lady
Knights suffered a 98-41
defeat to the No. 1 ranked
Lady Techsters of Louisiana Tech. See page 12.

Ne\\'M llriefs
The Greek Colltmm
Greek Conference to
educate, improve skills
Seepage2.

Students serve as guinea pigs for cash
~y

JUDY BAGJNSKY

College Press Service

Some students went
snowboarding while
others stayed home. See
page 3 to find out how
other students spent their
Spring Break.

features
The return of Filmboy and
the debut of GESM.
See paQe 9

Trust your true feelings,
Luke. Use the Swartz.
See page 4

photo/HUNT

After a nine-game home stand, the Golden Knights
head to Stetson University to tackle the Hatters. The
Kni hts look to im rove on their 20-7 record.

Medicfil monitors strapped
to his waist and a synthetic antigen coursing through his veins,
University of Massachusetts
graduate student Michael
Moretsky bravely faced the enemy: a pudgy orange tabby called
Penelope and a sleek black cat
narneJ Sebastian.
This time it took 45 minutes
before his allergy to cats caused
him to begin wheezing. Having
been inoculated with an experimental peptide, Moretsky reported
that his allergic reaction took a
full 15 minutes longer to kick in
than three months earlier. That is
when he first met the furry duo,
who happily reside in the cat room
at the New England Medical Center.
Afterward, Moretsky pocketed $405, one of hundreds of
adventurous students who mine
the rich supply of research projects
underway around the nation that
require human experimental subjects.
"I knew the experiment was
for a good cause. plus I figured I
could take home some easy cash,"
said Moretsky, who joined 270
other subjects participating in this
one particular study that seeks a
potential treatment for cat allergies.
Like many collegiates,
Moretsky is always looking for
ways to supplement his meager
income as a graduate student. The

flexible hours and the minimal
demands of experiments make
them ideal, he said.
"It was my first time as a
research guinea pig, and it was
enjoyable," Moretsky added. "My
friends may think I'm crazy for
having done something so bizarre,
but I'd do it again in a heartbeat.
The cats were cute."
Marian Krueger and her husband, Richard Wein, meanwhile,
each collected $300 for spending
a weekend togetherchowingdown
on high-fiber foods.
"Being students, there are
only limited ways for us to make
money, and this was an easy one,"
Krueger said.

Krueger, along with her husband, has collected about $2,000
from experiments in the last two
years.
What was it like? The accommodations weren't exactly
four star: the single rooms were
separated by a hallway and policed by nurses, and the meals
were bland, boring but plentiful.
And less than romantic was the
requirement that they collect their
.own fresh stool samples.
Kreuger said research experiments are easily discovered
by reading hospital newsletters,
checking the health and science
section of the local newspaper and
calling the research departments
of nearby medical centers.
"The hard sell around Boston right now is for sperm and egg
donations," Kreuger said. "I see
ads seeking donors all the time,
even in the college newspapers.
"Men donors get about $25,
while the women are paid $1,500.
I almost considered it. But after
doing a little research on my own,
I found out that the egg donors are
put on fertility drugs, which brings
about a higher ri_sk of cancer."
Not all experiments are as
Jucrati ve as those Kreuger participated in.
Harvard University freshman Joy Liu figures she's joined
at least a dozen experiments since
arriving on a campus last fall but her earnings haven't yet hit
see EXPERIMENT, page 2
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Students cautious about which
experiments they volunteer for
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The Greek Column
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$200. Still, she says, that'senough
for late-night snacks and a weekend trip to snowboard.
"They just give you cash for
basically doing nothing. It's not
harmful in any way. I wotildn'tdo
anything that involved chemicals,"
Liu said.
One experiment paid Liu
$20 for two 45-minute sessions
involving pbcing a heu ·v:r metal
weight on her hand until painful,
immediately followed by removing the metal weight and eating
some flavored yogurt.
Despite some reports of
abuses, most experiments are governed by strict guidelines requiring researchers to obtain informed
consent after disclosing all possible risks and side effects. Most
student participants said they listen to the warnings and are choosy
about which experiments they
volunteer.
For
example,
Brett
Mattingly, a doctoral student in
nuclear engineering at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology,
once took a pass on an experiment on protein absorption that
paid $300 but required three 24hour days with a tube down his
throat.
He did walk away with
$2,250 for two lengthy Tufts University Research Center studies
on vitamin K, an essential nutrient found in green leafy vegetables.
"I've done five or six tests in
the past three years, and they' re
easy to find," he said. "All you
have to do is call up the hospitals
and ask for the heads of clinical
research to find out if they' re doing anything you figure you can
handle. I'm now in the middle of
a two-week study that restricts
your protein consumption and pays
$420."
In fact, Mattingly said Tufts is

Greek Conference to educate, improve skills

T

by LESLIE ADAMS
Greek Columnist

I)

I hope everyone had a safe and
happy spring break! The semester is
almost over, but there is still a lot
happening in the Greek community.
One of the most exciting upcoming
events is the G.C.L.C. No, itfs not a
trade agreement between Mexico and
the United States. G.C.L.C. is short
for Greek Council Leadership Conference, which is taking place Saturday, March 23.
"The point of this conference is to draw attention to the positive contributions Greeks make to the
university and the community," said
Josh Gardner, co-chairman of the
event. "Greeks have a reputation for
drinking, partying, and being irresponsible. This is our chance to show
the administration and the whole student body that Greeks are responsible
leaders on campus."
Co-chairmen Josh Gardner
and Diana Imanuel were chosen to
head G.C.L.C. by Meg Manning,
Greek Council Graduate Assistant .
Together, they select a committee
composed of fraternity and sorority
members. The chairs and thecommitte~ provide advertising for the event,
get businesses to sponsor the conference, and make sure the necessary
supplies are available the day of the
event.
The event is divided into
four separate tracks, or programs.
Participants can select one of the
tracks, which offer five different
topics. These topics vary from scholarship ideas, to recruitment tech-
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practically breaking down his door to
get him to participate in more research. "They really love me because
I don't cheat. I obey all the rules, and
... I've got good veins."

Internet Access Special
for students, faculty, staff,
alumni, and their families
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S12.00 for 50 hours/mo.
$14.95 for 100 hours/mo.

28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up to the World Wide Web
• FREE Software • FREE Hot List • FREE first time on-line access assistanc'-'

Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or 1-800-9292-GDI
Internet~ Spon~pr
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niques, to strategies for retaining
members. Originally the number of
people allowed to participate was
restricted to 100, but with overwhelming interest the event enrolment was increased to L75. Each
fraternity and sorority was contacted
weeks ago in order to send members to the conference, but with the
limited space, people will be taken
on a first come, first serve basis.
Many of the speakers are
prominent leaders in the community
as well as the southeastern United
States. For example, local speaker
Karen Jennings, Director of Community Relations for UCF, is speaking
about networking after college. Also,
organizations such as CEL will be
. speaking about leadership styles.
Greek member Maria Miller will discuss scholarship and Tom Jelke, The
Greek Advisor for FSU, is speaking
about gender issues and working together as a Greek system.
"This is a great opportunity
for student leaders among the Greek
community to grasp vital leadership
skilJs that will benefit their individual
chapters as well as the Greek community in general," said Imanuel. "With
the Greek system growing at such a
rapid pace, these skills are essential."
The conference is being held
in the Business Building on campus
and will run from nine-thirty in the
morning until t~p-thirty in the afternoon. Thanks to business sponsors,
the price of the conference is only $6.
With this money, a participant receives a t-shirt, a bag lunch, and an
unforgettable experience.
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MA.Ed. & ED.D. IN EDUCATION
•Large, New Graduate School Campus
• Outstanding Faculty
•Small Student-Teacher Ratio
•Convenient SATURDAY Classes
• Continous Enrollment
• Six Week Terms
• Complete course work in 15 months
• Affordable
• Financial Assistance available for those
who qualify
• Next class starts Saturday
March 23, 1996

FOR .INFORMATION AND
APPLICATIONS
Call Noel Hansen
Director of Admissions

•
HOW TO CHOOSE
A MAJOR
Undecided Major?
Changing Major?
Learn the steps and essential
ingredients for choosing a major
from our academic advisors ...
·Programs Scheduled twice
weekly
•Next scheduled Programs:
March 18, 4:00-5:00pm
March 21, 12:00-J:OOpm
Phillips Hall Room 206
•No Sign-up or registration
required
Academic Development & Retention
Enrollment & Academic Service

A Complete Exam & Xrays
0110 (:NITIAL)

0274 ('1 EllTEWINGS)

FOR $9!
(A $65 value)

l

Current lJCf lD required
Take advantage of excellent dental core at
ve1y comfortable prices. Just hring this
certificate ll'ilh you on your first visit.
See yuu thcn 1 OJI;,,. expires 4/31 /96

UCF TEAM DENTIST

$179
LONDON
$199
PARIS
$279
ROME
FRANHFURT rnaq based on $239
Fares are from Miami .
aRT purchase
eac~

Fares do not include ~d~rul t~m and passenger facilines charges.
which can toral bellllecn $19.9S and $31.SS. depending on the destinanon. nor do theq in~lude de~~riuie charges paid directlq to to rnreign
governments.rnhich can toli:I betrneen mo and $60.00. lnl IStudent
ID maq be reQ111red. Fares a;e sujact to change. Restricnons applq.
Valid for depart•res b~fore 31 March 1996.
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Eu .r o ~·a_s::· S tromS 2.1 O·
tiilJ Travel :..........
CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange

On lhe Web: htlp:/ /wlllw.ciee.oro/cls/clshome.hlm

1- 8,0 ff- 2- C0UNCIL
(1-800-226-8624]
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George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando

~DENTAL
Certified : Implant Prcsthellcs. Member:
American Dental Assoc1allon Academy of
General Dentistry. Academy 101 Sports Denhslry, Florida
Dental Assoc1ahon . Central D1stnct DE:ntal Association
Greater Orlando Oent:it Soc;e1y Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ
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Jenny Sarzynski, 21, business
management major:
"I went to Rhode Island to cheer for
the basketball team. When I got
home, I went to Daytona."

Dan Picard, 21, animation/film
"Nothing, went home and ate. I was
eating mom's home cooking."
Mike White, 23, news/edjournalism:
"I worked myself to exhaustion and
then I drank to relieve the stress. I
also pondered the meaning of
journalism."

Brad Barrell, 25, education major:
"I spent spring break substitute
teaching at Audubon Park Elementary School. I also had a friend who
was visiting from Baltimore. We
went out to Church Street Station
and had a lot of fun."

•

Mike Guice, 28, liberal studies:
"Went home to Alabama, that's it.
Hung out, did some homework.
Checked out some job stuff, checked
on some schools for my masters
degree."

Joyce Miller, 19, business administration major:
"I went to Bradenton to visit my
family. I didn't do a lot, but it was a
nice break from school."
Yarub Bourahmah, 21, communications (Radio!fV):
"It was a bunch of things. I went to
Georgia and went to Six Flags. And
in the middle, we went to Wekiva
Springs and went camping."
Gabriela Ramirez, 21, legal studies/
political science:
"I did nothing, just moved into a new
apartment. That's it-just study and
waste time. I shopped, too."

photo/HUNT

,Students were reported at beaches as close as Daytona during the break
while a few managed to "make it as far as Jamaica (pictured) and beyond.

Todd Hulse, 26, history:
"I worked. I worked a ton. I worked
and I slept. That's all I pretty much
did but I make a ton of money, too."
Orlando Sanchez, 21, political
science:
"I broke up with my girlfriend. Then
I started dating another one. I _spent
about $300·on liquor and stuff.':

Martha Gutierrez, 21, politkal
science:
"I went to St. Augustine, went to the
Milk Bar. I werit out every night. I
was at the beach even though it was
too cold to lay out."
David Swartz, 19, finance:
"I got a new timing belt for $650. I
went to Daytona one for one day."

Tracy Crayton, 24,_communications
major:
"I'm a senior and I'm totally stressed
out, so I just stayed home, kicked
back and did some reading."
Chuck File, 18, ·music education:
"I went to Boston to visit friends. We
went all around the Commons and also
saw Faneuil Hall. I had a great time."
Jeff Hunt, 25, news/ed journalism
''We went to Jamaica and hung·out on
our friend's ranch in Portland- did some
surfing, hiking and partying."

Serving -UCf

•
Valid at participating locations. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Not valid with any other offer. Our drivers carry less than $20. "1996 Domino's Pizza, Inc. CAll NOW! Offer ends 3/24/96
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Cheeseburgers and coffee
I

Pat Fox

o I'll be the first to
admit when I'm right!
I love it when my seemingly
off the wa11 comments are exonerated soon enough that I can point a
self-righteous finger and say with
pride, "Did I not tell you?"
Earlier this term I ranted and
raved about the joys of a fat-filled
diet. I went on and on about how fat
would, in time, be redeemed from
the bad rap it has taken in the last
couple of years as the ki11er of body
and soul.
So it was with great gusto that
I raised my clenched fist into the air
and shouted triumphantly, "Yes!"
There I was sitting at the kitchen
table, shoveling fat calories into my
mouth like it was going out of style,
and in deed it was, when the dippy
blonde on the so-called news station
began her cautious explanation that
there was some magical chemical in
cheese-burgers that was shown to
decrease the chances of getting cancer. It was a beautiful moment.
I've been on a "slam the research reporting" rampage for years
now. In fact, it all started when I
heard the report that people who
drink more than four cups of coffee
a day were more likely to have high
cholesterol. That's just about the
stupidest thing I've ever heard.
Having been involved wit~

I

Opinion

I

EDITOR

1·

biological research and psychological research, one of the first things
they teach you is to carefully assess
the chances of a relationship actually being a cause. And just what do
you think the chances are that coffee
causes high cholesterol? Gee, do
you think itmight be more likely the
heavy ~ream in the coffeec! Or perhaps the dozen donuts consumed
with the coffee?
Since then, I've felt a compulsion of almost clinical proportions to tout the untruths in the reporting of research findings. And
this anti-fat campaign that Americans have been on is a Jeacling target
in my crusade.
Fat has been blamed for everything from obesity to heart disease to cancer, and I was sick of it.
For the record, it is my opinion that the simple explanation for
obesity, and overweight of any kind,
is this: consuming more calories
than your body needs, Whether the
calories come from fat, protein,
starch or pure cane sugar is irrelevant. Whether you have a genetic
pre-disposition for burning fewer
calories is irrelevant. Eat what you
need and you'}] be an ideal weight,
period. It's just that simple.
More recently, a study s~owed
that women who consumed three or
more cups of coffee a day were only
30 percent as likely to commit suicide
than their non-coffee-drinking coun- ·
terparts. Oh brother.

Web Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html
E-mail: cffuture@gdi.net ·
.
Opinion E-mail: Patfox0590@aol.com . - - · .
~
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1he National Zipper Foundation rally
This possibly being National
Fastener and Adhesives Month and
all, I think it's my duty to devote my
column to this noble event. This is
actually the follow-up column for
my Staples vs. Scotch Tape article
that was published approximately
three millennia ago. This week's
feature is zippers. If you are easily
enraged by controversial topics such
as zippers, I urge you to stop reading
now.
First, let me say that I, like
many others, am baffled by zippers.
They work pretty simply, I mean
you just load one·end the zipper
putter-together slidey thing and zip-you'.ve got an amazingly strong
connection. But if you've ever really examined a zipper up close, by
which I mean with an electron microscope, you'll find that zippers
are re$1lly technological marvels of
science comparable to the Space
Shuttle. Now, I passed my physics
class with no problem and I like to
think that I'm mechanically inclined,
but I'll be damned ifl can figure out
what's going on inside that zipper
putter-together slidey thing (that's
its technical name; I checked).
One thing that makes zippers
so fantastic is how reliable they are.
I've owned hundreds of feet of zippers, and I can only think of one
particular zipper which refused to
work properly (it was on a pair of
shorts, which ultimately resulted in
serious embarrassment). That's one
bad zipper out of hundreds; not bad!
I believe the zipper's reliability is
what has made it such a dominant
force in the world today. Zippers are
everywhere and practically everyone is pro-zipper. I firmly believe
that if Steve Forbes had mentioned
the word "zipper" in his .Flat Tax
spiel he would still be in the race.
I wanted to find out how many

in

David Swartz, Jr.

a LittlE

.

Twist
zippers their are here at UCF, so I
used a complex and elaborate mathematic.al technique that is taught
right here at the college. They call it
"arithmetic." Anyway, 1 took jackets, pants, backpacks, purses and
other apparel intoconsideration, and
I came to the result that there's ap-

Imagine if Michael
Jackson wore a
Velcro-covered
jacket instead of his
zipper-fortified one.
He'd of been a
laughing stock.
Well, even more so.
proximately 2 I miles of zippers here
at UCF.Is thatincredible,orwhat?!?
Imagine what you could do with 21
miles of zippers! Wel1...nothing,
really, but it sure sounds impressive!
Another great and versatile
fastener is Velcro, which is technically supposed to have a TM after it,
because the Velcro Corporation is
worried about other companies naming their products after Velcro. (Announcing the newest luxury
vehicle .... the 1996 Volvo Velcro!)
Velcrowasinventedearlythis
century when a scientist went hiking in the woods and brushed up

Thanks for writing

against a burr plant. The burr seeds
stuck to the scientist's hair and clothing and eventua1ly smothered him
to death. A passerby saw the deceased scientist, got an entrepreneurial idea and instantly founded
the Velcro Corporation.
There's not many bad things
that one can say about Velcro. It's
functional, it's dependable. Oh, wait.
There is one down side: the annoying SSCCCHHH noise it makes
when you ·separate the ·two sides.
Remember in elementary school
when every piece of our clothing ~hoes, pants, hats, jackets, etc. was covered with Velcro? I can
remember my class coming in from
recess and pulling apart each and
every piece of Velcro that we had
for no apparent reason. Nearby
classes thought we were being attacked by a swarm of angry bees.
But it's hard to find Velcro on
dothing any more. Velcro nevermade
it very far in the fashion world. Imagine ifMichael Jackson wore a Ve1crocovered jacket instead of his zipperfortified one. He'd of been a laughing
stock and everyone would have made
fun of him. Well, even more so.
So now we conclude this column by choosing one final victor:
Zippers or Velcro. I'd have to say that
zippers prevail in this match up. The
noise factor is what made my mind up
on this one.
*Hey Look! An Interactive
Columnist! I'm runningoutoftaglines,
so just e-mail david.swartz
@outdoor.com

The Central Florida Future welcomes your letters and articles. SubrnisWe appreciate all the mail we've been getting. sions may be brought to our offices on
If you have submitted articles or letters you disk, ~axed to 823-9495, or E-mailed to
have not yet seen, keep reading.
the editor at PatFox0590@aol.com.
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Recent lack of courtesy

Bias not without reason

letter gets a response
I

•

•

•

Dear Mr. Taylor,
I am very sorry the we have
never had the opportunity to meet. I
was brought up to be very courteous
toeveryoneandI have al ways strived
to maintain a cheerful personality. I
am a smoker and as a smoker, I feel
that smokers are entitled to somewhere they can feel comfortable
enough to enjoy a cigarette -outside
during the sunshine or the rain. I
also believe (and practice) that if I
am somewhere where, for example
on a bench, there is someone who is
not smoking, I make it a practice to
ask not If they mind if I smoke, but
if my smoking will bother them.
You might not believe this,
but not everyone says "No, go right
ahead."
Should the smoke bother
them, and providing I wasn't there

first or wasn't smoking at the time
of their arrival, I'll smoke somewhere else.
Unfortunately,Ican'tdoanything about the distance my smoke
travels and since there'.s nowhere
else left for me to go, I see no
solution forthcoming for that unfortunate situation.
Also in response to the statement made about the gentleman at
the book store, I always smile and
say thank you. So just because you
haven't seen it, doesn't mean that
common courtesy isn't taking place
all around you. I do hope, however,
your article lights a spark under
those who choose not to practice it.
-Ann-Marie J. Fuller
UCF Graduate Elem. Educ.
Post Bae - Hopefully Counseling Ed major

Why is it ~at everyone seems
so happy about the shutdown of our
student government Everyone is upset about the way Miguel and Frank
spent money. They applaudHitt's
decision to suspend the SG. Damn
idiots. Ifthe morons at UCFhad a clue
they would be protesting the suspension of their voice at Hitt's doorstep.
Instead they respond, 'Thankyousir,
may I please have another."
The students did not protest
Frank and Miguel. Hitt and Tubbs
didn't protest their spending habits
either.Hell, Tubbssignedoffonmost
of the purchases in advance- even
thelaptops and thecar. HittandTubbs
only threatened suspension after
someofthesenatorsaccusedTubbsof
transferring AS&F fees.
Think about it Why did they
suspendthelegislativebranch?Tubbs
himself admitted he did not veto any
spending bills. NOT ONE! There was
no justification for suspending the executive branch and to suspend the
legislativebranchisjustplaintyranny.
Hitt's manipulation of UCFs
students would make Machiavelli
proud. Only UCF students would be
dumb enough to applaud the destruction of their collective voice.
-Joe, an English_major

I more involved with

my role in military
intelligence. A role
that I came to hate. I
did not hate it because of the work; I
enjoyed my work. I
hated it because of

A watchful eye on the role of the church
I

This article is a criticism of
the church, but it is not intended to
undermine the church. It is not easy
tocriticizeone'sown side in a social
climate where the survival of one's
cause often depends on the perception ofits moral superiority. America
is like a dysfunctional fami 1y where
we have to shout each other down in
order to stand up for ourselves. This
means that each party involved in
our social conflicts of interests risks
losing the premise for its grievances
if it does not demand that its cause
has precedence over that of its opposition. Our failure.to communicate as a society, as a community is
rooted in these attitudes.
The church has lost its focus
on what the bible lays out as its
purpose. The purpose of the church
is to preach the gospel to all humanity, and this preaching is to be motivated by the great commandment,
"love others as you love yourself."
The purpose of the church is to be a
place of fellowship, a community of
redeemed people loving each other
as God has loved us, and as a place
where relationships are formed with
those outside the church.
The meaning of love is in
controversy in our society. Love
includes confronting others with the
absolute truth that can only be found
in God and his word. This means
that the church cannot accept and

Peter Maxwell
The Christian
Viewpoint
tolerate the sinful condition of the
heart because to do so would give a
false sense of security to the sinner.
Not accepting and tolerating sin
means that sin is not ignored. The
church has the responsibility to·speak
out against sin so that persons who
hear our message realize there are
consequences to their actions. Many
people in our society do not make
the distinction between confronting
sin and oppressing people, therefore confrontation is perceived as
an act of hate. Unfortunately the
church has abused i~ role in ways,
that reinforce the idea that confrontation is oppression.
The role of the church in confrontation is to help people see what
God desires them to be, versus where
they are Kings and governments
have the 111thority to punish people,
while the church should be demonstrating spiritual grace. The church
is to be a herald, and a place of
refuge and reconciliation.
Everyone in this society is
responsible for personal sin because

what we do as individuals also effects the whole. The most damaging
aspect o'f sin in our society is that it
forms and perpetuates attitudes that
separate individuals from community, undermines the dignity and
value of other people's lives, and
undermines justice.
I do think that Christians have
the responsibility to vote as good
stewards and as concerned citizens.
U:nfortunately the church has conformed itself to the culture which is
more concerned with political agendas than people's lives. The church
shouh.l not use the pulpit as a place
toprom<.'tepolitical ideas, butrather
use the pulpit to teach that God can
heal hur1ing and hopeless men and
worn ··:~. Confrontation n the first
step ;~, ~ec1)1icil.ia1ion. and is thus ;.in
impon:rnt pm1 of love. S(=cularpc i;
tics rarely ever achieves reconciliation, but it usually results in advantage for one side at the expense of
repressing and refuting the grievance of the other. Of this, both sides
are equally as guilty.

Before deciding to finish my call to the U.S. We did not take this
academic studies, I vied for the free can too seriously. In this phone call
college money offered by my local Hussein told us that he had reached
army recruiter. I, like most army his wits end. He was ready to take
recruits, joined for the G.I. Bill. this oil we11 by force. He wanted to
Unfortunately, I got more than I know what our reaction would be.
bargained for.
He asked us to use our political
Three weeks into my active force to talk to OPAC and commuduty assignment, my unit got de- nicate to them how devastated Iraq
ployed to Panama. I only spent a was becoming without this crucial
few weeks in Panama; but, it was piece of property. A piece of propintense. It is an odd feeling standing erty that had belonged to Iraq before
in the middle of a city with a "locked Britain took over.
and loaded" weapon surrounded by
We paid him no mind. We
hundreds of folk speaking a Ian- underplayed his request for assisguage that you can't understand. It tance and failed to follow-through
is scary. Not knowing if these civil- with OPAC. Later in the month
ians (that we were st 1pposed to pro- Hussein called to ask what news we
tect) are snipers for an enemy that had. We of course, had none.
we are very unfamiliar with.
Hussein then said he would have no
Fortunately though, my de- other course but military action. But,
ployment to Panama lasted less than he wanted to know unequivocally
a month. Upon coming back to the what our reaction would be.
states I became _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
We
told

In one of my Hussein that we were
not interested in the
previOUS COiumns middle-eastern dis•
putes and to basically
I mentioned a do what he re1t was
loathing for _ be~t. The real reason
was that we in fact
America's role in did.notthinkHussein
the Pers1·an Gulf. had the military
power to make this

w~at I learned.
Much information
that I wish I had - - - - - - - - - - • t h r e a t viable. We
thought he was crying wolf.
never learned.
But, to be safe we staged a
In one of my previous co1umns I mentioned a loathing for war game. Anyone that was in the
America's role in the Persian Gulf. military remembers a branch wide
In this column I am going to outline FfX (of sorts) prior to Desert Shield.
more reasons for my attitude to- It was called "Operatio.n Sandblast"
(I think ... it's been awhile). In this
wards that conflict.
Prior to World War II, Britain operation we staged an invasion of
had territorial rights to both Iraq and a small middle eastern country that
·Kuwait. Prior to Britain "acquiring" invaded another country.
In this exercise the U.S. moniIraq and Kuwait, a few of the Oil
Wells in Kuwait were controlled by tored all the action and this "hypothetical" country kicked serious arse.
Iraq.
This
country used SCUD missiles
Much of the infamous Iranthat
were
met with absolutely zero
Iraq warcenteredoverborderrights,
resistance.
This scared America.
because when Britain relinquished
George Bush's son had many
control over Iran and Iraq they did
not retl}rn the rights of the oil wells oil wells in Bahrain and Saudi
to the rightful owners. This proved Arabia. Much of this area was damaged in the war-games.
to be a tragic mistake.
Shortly afterthisexerciselraq
While I have no intention of
indeed
invaded Kuwait. Shortly afhumanizing
Sadam
Hussein;
I
also
1
I have no intention of limiting liabil- ter that, my unit deployed to the
! ity to an responsible parties. Iraq gulf. What happened after we got
tried politically to retain its oil well. into the colmtry i" pretty much com ! All effort~ failed. OPAC would not mon kno vledge (all:>eit subject to
give Iraq an audience at all. Hussein interpretation).
So,yousee, whileiholdopinspent much time pleading with other
Arab countries to listen to him. ions that offend some, and certainly
express my opinions passionately,
Nobody did.
_Shortly before Hussein in- they are not without basis given the
vaded Kuwait he madea tragic phone context of my experience.

I

Who says church isn't wild 'n crazy?
Just some church humor for you...
I have appended below a list of ACTUAL ANNOUNCEMENTS taken from ACTUAL CHURCH
BULLETINS (not all RC) which was recently posted on the community noticeboard here at Loyola (a Jesuit
university in LA).
1. Don't let worry kill you-let the church help.
2. Thursday night--potluck supper. Prayer and medication to follow.
3. Remember in prayer the many who are sick of our church and community.
4. For those of you who have children and don't know it. we have a nursery downstairs.
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MBA & Ph:D. IN BUSINESS
•Large, new Graduate School Campus
•Outstanding Faculty
•Small Student-Teacher Ratio
. •International Business Emphasis
•Convenient SATURDAY Classes
• Continous Enrollment
•Six Week Terms
•Complete course work in 15 months
• Affordable
• Financial Assistance available for
those who qualify
• Next cla.ss starts Saturday
March 23, 1996

FOR INFORMATION .AND
APPLICATIONS
Call Noel Hansen
Director of Admissions
Disney is going t ,o e4tremes·
· to.. throw. the Ul tima:te
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Disn~y·· The~e

• For $26 scream au .
in
one:
Parki» .
groove all night FREE at . Pleasure .: l~land! It's seven
outrageous nightclubs, a wild street' party and a countdown
to New Year's :h've with con:fetti and £i:reworks · at midnight.

Make Us A Part
- Of Your Future
RETAIL MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS

·Optional Disney Water :Park tick;t . only $10.

•Ti eke ts available at · Disney.
•
•
•
•
•

Competitive Compensation Program
Excellent Benefit Plan
Training and Development
Regional Locations
Equal Opportunity Employer

Check with your campus placement
office for further information

·~

Classified

The Central Florida Future

Sherwood Forest imed occ. 3/2 2/2
dmv prop 657-1967 l 800 929-4403

A
GREAT PLACE
To Work In 1996

VALET PARKING POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

Are you a Veteran, dependent, or
just interested in hanging around
with veterans having fun and
helping the community?
$1750 weekly possible, mailing
Join The Student Veteran
our circulars. For info call 301Association.
306-1207
For info Call 823-2707
Earn cash stuffi'ng envelopes. Send
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
66051

March 21, 1996
Internet Income. National
Internet Service provider seeks
local sales people. Commissions,
bonuses, residuals. Full time/Part
time. Call 673-3747

must have clean driving record
Sprint/United Telephone a leader
great personality & customer
in the telecommunications
service oriented
I Need Help!-5 Bilingual self
Call Guest services management
industry, is now staffing for Lhe
motivated students to help with
new year. Its TELECENTER,
481-0513 or 222-9475 Must be 21
growing int'! co. Send 6x9 SASE to
located in Research Park, adjacent
and up
PO Box 690694 Orlando, FL
to the UCF campus.
--------------.
We Need Help Now!
32869-0694
Part-time/Full-time positions
available.
No Experience Needed.
1,000-3,000 per month now being
We are loooking for highly
motivated candidates with
made by our dealers for Personal
excellent
verbal
skills
and
Success--The Newsletter. Easy,
Looking for a roommate? We
Organic Vegetables and herbs. U100 People Wanted: We pay you
fun, home-based. Don't miss this
have place available immediately
pick from my gardens. Call 365computer literacy.
to lose 10-29 lbs in 30 days. Call
opportunity! Details: PGM Inc.
in the UCF area. Call Apartment
6024
380-2549
894-0318
Hunters 282-0980
SPRINT offers;
*Paid fortune 500 sales training
Put Your Handy Skills To Use
PROGRAMMER-Career
*Flexible work schedules
The Holiday inn UCF needs
opportunity. Full or Part-time. Cl
* $7/hr. plus bonus
persons with the following skills:
C++, Win SDK, OLE 2.0, GUI,
Bally's special limited program
*Opportunity
for regular employLeaving for the summer?
Plumbing, painting, carpentry,
Req'd DB, Network, Graphics
for
students and residents. Call
ment
Apartment Hunters announces a
wall vinyl repair,and electrical.
exp. preferred Send'fesume
Walter 297-8400.
*Professional work environment
brand new sublet service Call for
Apply in person. Applications
AXXIS Corp. 1255 Belle Ave.
details 282- 0980
avail. at the front desk.
_I01, Winter Spgs, FL 32708
FREE
TWO LOCATIONS AV AILEOE/ Drug free work place.
Lakefront House for rent. 3br/2ba
Prepaid
calling
cards $.19 per/
ABLE
Target Market America
on lake Prickett avail. 5/1/96 $900 1----------------t Maitland and Research Park, just
min,
24
hrs/day,
365 days. All
Improve your reume
mo. 15 min from UCF, great skiing Seeking entry-level, part-time
50 states+ Puerto Rico. Call
south ofUCF
Gain experience in sales/rnktg/and
568-7936
computer programmer. Strong
273-0780 for more info.
advertising. Real Work/Real Pay!
DOS knowledge a must. Turbo
For appointment call:
Flex. hours-Start now or in the
Room for rent $200 + util.
Pascal preferred, but C or other
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!!!
Sprint Employment
Kitchen use AC WD 365-5796
summer. Orlando area. Call 941equivalent language is acceptable.
Hundreds
& thousa~ds of granys
(407)661-0206
859-5585
Apt for rent, Huge 2 br 2 ba, walk Experience with Lantastic a big
available to all students. Immediate
EOE
to UCF, quiet, $425, 349-2723
Valet Runner
plus. Flexible hours, will adjust for J----------------1
qualification. Call 1800-585-8AID
college
schedule.
Part-time can lead to Full-time
* Largest Co. in Central Aorida
UCF area homes. ANQ! Ez
never to be repaid
Call 896-1450.
I'm lokking for 5 energetic &
*I-Drive, Downtown, Winter
assume Waterford Lks. 3br, pond.
$70's! Pk Manor. POOL can rent
Park
athletic students to earn 62.50 an
THE MARIWANA CONNEChour. If you can work one day a
* Guaranteed & Aexible Shifts
in-law side. $80's! ExclusiveEarn money & lose weight. I lost
TION
* Great Money $6-$12 hr.
week and are not afraid of sales,
Atkins Realty Co. of Orlando
20 pounds in 30 days and earned
INFOLINE 1-900-370-HEMP
this business is for you.
* 19 Years of age
273-3143
$420 in one week: 672-4356
$2.99/min. 18+ TT Outlink
Earn top dollar with the faste~t
HELP wANTED!
8019436135
~-r 1~ SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
growing bank card proces~or m ' ,Jndividuals towork at resielential "---------------t
America. Call on area retailers to ·
fi
h . ally
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735
summer camp or p ys1c
assist with p.o.s. accounts. EMG
d' bled d It & children-co-ed
Until Robots replace Humans
407)628-2700
tsa
a u s
Free T-Shirt + $1000
(
residential salary plus Rm & B.
··~~
your plasma will always be needed
Credit Card fund-raisers for
EARN $500 or more weekly
Camp Challenge (352) 383-4711
fraternities, sororities & groups.
DID YOU KNOW?
stuffing envelopes at home. Send Valet Parking staff needed soon.
Any campus organization can
long SASE to: Country Living
Part-time, seeking exp. individuraise up to $1000 by earning a
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
Shoppers, Dept S37, P.O. Box
als for evening shift. Beep 244whopping $5.00/VISA
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
1779, Denham Springs, LA
4489 Before 5pm. Thurs. only
application.Call 1-800-932-0528
70727
ext. 65. Qualified callers receive a
*Protect against infection
*Patients in shock
Administrative assistant 15-20
FREE T-SlllRT
*Accident victims
Shoe Sales- Rutland's is seeking
*Bleeding Disorders
hrs. per week. Computer skills
*Provide clotting factors
person w/ retail exp. to sell better
*Provide intravenous
helpful, word perfect and
Babysit in my home. Waterford
for Hemophiliacs
quality Men's shoes. Salary &
fluid for burns,
quickbooks. Some bookkeeping
Lakes area. ADH, former elem.
comm. 20-25 hrs/week
*New research on life
surgery, or
knowledge. Must be financial
school teacher, Christian mother
Call 629-4055 M-F 9-5
threatening diseases
treatment of illness
aid eligible with the co-op office
6:30 am-6:30 pm other hours
011 campus. Please call Kathy at
avail.
upon request. 275-6213
Cashiers- Work when you can in a
365-5500
"We will compensate you for your time when giving the gift of lite"
Sonia
pool of employees for pharmacy/
YOU-CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
Clinic. $6.00 per hour. Call
_ Runner Wanted-For deliveries on
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION
FUND-RP ~SER-Motivated
TOPTALENTSTAFFING
Friday afternoons (approx.2
Call for information and/or appointment
groupG
needed to earn $500+
839-6222, 1000 N. Magnolia.
hrs)Must have own trans.365-5500
f
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL
promoting
AT&T, Discover, gas
Never a fee.
I-~~~~-~~~---,
and re12;1 :..:ards. Since 1969.
we've helped thousands of groups
I
raise the money they need. Call
Gina at (€00) 592-2121 ext. 198.
Free C::J tn qualified callers.
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STUDENT SPECIAL

LEARN 111111 · ·
BARTENDING
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J 1 or 2 weeks/day or eve classes

J Fantastic job placement assistance!

Call Now!
You Can Start
Monday!

I0visits for $25.00 w/1.D.

J Credit Cards/Financing If Qualified

(407) 831·2233

across from UCF

J Our classroom is a real bar!

.,r Easy-to-learn, copyrighted program

273-5419
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looking tor a iob??
A good resume is the best way tc start!!
Our professionals will work with you to develop an eye
stand out from the crowd

. catch;ng resume that will

Cali us today for a FREE consultation (407) 299 5469.

Karla's Karac1er Shop
6748 Gianl Oak Lane #168, Orlando. R 32810

International Students. DV-1
Greencard :- rogram available. 1800-660-7167
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! GRANTS &
SCHOLARSlllPS AVAILABLE! BILLION OF$$$ IN
PRIVATE FUNDING.
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. 1
800 AID-i.-lffiLP (1 800 2432435)

Lonely?
Take out a classified ad
and talk to over 26,000
students. Advertise in The
Central Florida Future
Classifieds!
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Oi\'ision of Enrollment & Academic Ser.•ices
Unit of Arndemic Development&. Retention

Peer advisors needed for 1996 summer orientation programs $5 .50/hour, and the opportunity to serve and
welcome new UCF students. Information and applications available in the Academic Exploration Program,
Phillips Hall Rm . 202 .

•

QUALIFICATIONS

RESPONSIBLE, RELIABLE, and ADAPT ABLE with
excellent INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION skills.
Min . 2.5 GPA·
Min . 45 UCf .credit hours completed by June 1996
Must be a\'a ilable for training and summer orientation
programs (see schedule below)
Enthusi3stic aboL;t serving UCF community

Help UCf Students Put Their Academic Puzzles Together

TR.-\1:'\ING AND ORIENT ATION SCHEDULE
Training :
l\l::iy 1:1-17, 1996 (10 hrs)
l\lay 20-2.J, 1996 (I 0 hrs)

Oricntat1011 ·

JunG 14.
June 17.
Junc26,
Julv 2,
July 10,

19%
1996
1996
1996
1996

July 16. 1996
Jul~ 19. 1996

July 24. 1996
Aug. 19. 1996

50¢ Draft
"Mai Tai" Drink Special
Buffalo Wing Specials
Lake Buena Vista Location
I 0 pm till Close· Bar Only
1-4 Exit 27, Crossroads of Lake Buena Vista
"At the entrance to Walt Disney World'bi Village"
(407) 827-1258

*Proper ID required. *Promotion subject to change without notice.
*Not valid with other coupons or discounts.

1

oumey with me into the mind of a film maniac. A film boy.

I've taken a brief hiatus, like Hollywood. Though, for reason of
unbearable nobility- spring. Moreover, the execs over in Cali are too
busy worrying about promoting their Oscar hopefuls than their current
releases. Thus, until March 25, they force upon us a cold celluloid
vacation: Before and After, Down Periscope, Mr. Wrong, If Lucy Fell
and Two Much. I don't like to freeze.
In the spirit of it all, I'd like to repeat myself. Anything but
Braveheart. Pray for a Gibson shutout.
-Best Picture: Anything but Braveheart. This could be the
surprise of the night. Mel already got his tribute with IO nominations,
so the award is Ron Howard's-Apollo 13.
-Best Director: The Academy is scared to award anything with
gritty soul with such prestige as Best Picture. Thus, all they can do
without getting persecuted by the public is pat the Tim Robbins' and
Mike Figgis' on the ass with a directing nomination. Pray with me,
anything but...- Mel Gibson.
-Best Actor: This is Oscar's easiest way to honor Leaving Las
Vegas...:_ Nicolas Cage.
-Best Actress: Likewise for Dead Man Walking- the most
,deserving and patient of all the S'er crew-Susan Sarandon.
-Best Supporting Actor: Brad's a fad to the Academy. For Kevin
and Tim, "it's just a honor fo be nominated." This is Ed Harris' real
trip to space.
-Best Supporting Actress: Usually a tough one to call. The
Academy loves te shake up these women. I like Mira Sorvino's
performance best But if Nixon is taken out by Braveheatt in 0.
Screenplay, then Joan Allen should be Mighty Aphrohappy-- Mira
Sorvino.
-Original Screenplay: Oliver Stone's consolation prize? Let's
hope so-Nixon.
-Adapted Screenplay: I don't really care who translated the
better book. However, for some reason, Mr. Oscar has a crush on
Emma. You know who should win? Jane Austen for Persuasion. Pray
for Vegas, but bet with your senses-Sense and Sensibility.
-Foreign Language: I've only seen Antonia's Line, but WOW,
what a picture!
-Cinematography: This category usually isn't talked about too
much, but a lot of talent exists. Last year, Red was nominated. This
year, Zhang Yimou' s partner in Shanghai Triad got the nod. Like Red,
Shanghai has already got its recognition with a nomination. Just be
pleased that the Academy still has some balls to at least nominate them
-Braveheart.
It seems these gold guys will be pretty evenly distributed. I pray
that they will be, anyway. I sense a holiday for Tl Postino, and shutout
as well for Babe. Braveheart is either a big winner or an embarrassing
loser-no in betweens. My final plea- Vegas for Best Picture!
And the winner iL you. Enjoy the Oscars.
Some celluloid candy: The return of the Coen's-Fargo. Yes,
Yes, Yes. What a killer poster. I would've had my homespun review
for ya' but Mr. Oscar left a long message on my machine.
Some VCR candy: Clean, Shaven - I have never twinged and
shivered with such excitement and intense interest. Pure independent
magic starring Laws of Gravity's Peter Greene, Clean, Sha.ven is a
mastermind find. Thanks, Dean.
Some celluloid candy to spit out: Those "extra scenes" in Pulp
Fiction that Miramax has been~lugging- A complete scam. 2
scenes-one with lkna punlng aJames Spader with a SONY and the
other about a minute of wasted dialogue from Butch in the cab after the
fight. The other time is with Q.T. chattering away. FORGET IT.
- As I spoke of Red earlier and although I promised myself I
wouldn't over-indulge myself with writing about it anymore, I must.
A late-night prowl through the papers last week left me in a sorrow and
briefly-depressed state. Red's creator, K.rzysztofK.ieslowski, died last
Wednesday (13th) of a heart attack. He was 54.
Red had a profound effect on me, not only in watching films, but
in my life. I only hope I can bring as much charm and enlightenment
to the world as Kieslowskldid for me with his films. I'll miss him, and
so will film.
22 March- Diabolique, Fargo, Girl 6,Little Indian, Big City,
Race the Sun, The Star Maker
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by Todd Zadow

~~Mvr~@W
at Yab Yum

Oabones Tones

Chuck Owen
at Sapph;re

~~ci~

•
. Me
Like a nun
with a gun,
l m wonderful fun.
1

Addlct SundclY
w/ Shock Uzard
at Sloppy Joe's
louden Wa\nwright
at Sapph;re
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1he Jongulers

at Sloppy Joe's

features•2

at B.T. Grinders

1!1RM~~~
Dog's Cye Vlew

~

at Barbarella

Revolver

at Sapph;re
Carpe Olem
at Yab Yum

GumWrapper Curb
w/ Oelor;s Telescope

at Desert Inn

l0dd1es
w/ CIV

at Cmbassy

· Like a guy
with an eye,
I'm sometimes shy.

•
..

But enough of this nonsense
Said Old Man Withers.
Enough of this tom-foolery. ·
11

Guys everywhere. Girls everywhere. Insanity everywhere .
Mom and Dad were right. IL is a madhouse. You call them up.
Tell them you're safe. And sound . They're relieved. And

Tell me about your friends, 11 .
He gurgled and oozed,

"For they're the real judge of
who you are."

His words were the truth,
And the truth made me cry.
So I bludgeoned him to death
with my baseball bat,
And chopped him up into
little pieces,
And released the vultures!
(1994)

advertising
(ad'ver-tO'zing) n. 'The
science of arresting .
human intelligence
long enough to get
money from it.
Todd Zadmv is CYBER:
~ttp://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-trz28923

HfY WHM GIVE)! C~N'l
IJUSl Gfl SOM£ OF MY
SIUH BhCK! ... MAYBE JUSl
lHf KfYS TO THE EXPLORER!?
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JVew 'Island' Musical a 'fropical'freat
by LAURA BUNDY
Theater critic
A tropical breeze has turned
mighty, and shakes the groaning
trees. The sky becomes dark and
ominous, the sea begins to toss
and beat against the sand, the thunder booms! Somewhere, a terrible
storm rages against a tiny Caribbean island, and a tiny girl shivers
in fear beside a fire. To calm her,
the elders of the island do what
they have always done. One begins the tale, and others jump in,
seeking to capture the girl's imagination; when the storm is over,
she will know why the story is
told.
Once On This Island, presented by this month by the Civic
Theatre Mainstage Series, is a real
treat for Central Floridians: a new
musica1. Not a world premiere,
granted, but certainly a show we
haven't seen (or probably heard)
before. Even better, Once On This
Island is a new show well worth
checking out, a fantastical tale set
to infectious rhythms and bright
harmonies. Like the storytellers
of the island, director/choreogra- .
pher Ray Hatch captures our interest with his engaging choreography and inventive staging of this
fanciful musical delight.
Told to distract a young girl
from the storm that frightens her,
the story of Once On This Island

follows a young native girl, Ti
Moune (played by Sheryl S.
Jones), as she is rescued by the
island gods and grows up to fall in
love. Unfortunately, in a land divided by social and economic
class, Ti Moune falls in love with
Daniel, a rich aristocrat of lighter
skin, whom she rescues from a car
accident. After striking a bargain
with the island gods, Ti Moune
finds that Daniel returns her love
and seems to allow her into his

world, until she learns the truth
from his fiancee.
The star of Once On This
Island, more than anything else, is
the music. Almost through-sung,
the musical relies heavily on songs
to spin its tale, so the numbers
range from the comic allegory
("The Sad Tale of the
Beauxhommes"), to the haunting
and passionate ("Forever Yours,"
in which Ti Maune deals for
Daniel's life) to the show-stop-

ping. You']] have to fight the urge
to dance as the fabulous Monica
Johnson leads the sounds of the
island in "Mama Will Provide."
The vibrant, Caribbean-inspired
score is creatively arranged and
played beautifuJJy by the talented,
on-stage orch_estra.
Although several of the
leads struggle a bit with the demands of their solos, the overall
effect is fine. Jo.nes lends an natural yearning to Ti Moune, and

photo/ Mclane

Sheryl S, jones and Cory Lear are featured in the romantic Caribbean musical .-Once
On This Island,• which plays through March 31 on the MainStage at the Civic Theatre.
,... -·

Cory Lear is graceful and polished as her Danie1. Johnson and
Shawn Davis are charismatic and
powerful as the island gods of
Earth and Death, respectively, and
Andre Neal provides comic relief
throughout the show.
The good individual performances don't change the fact the
ensemble has the most fun on this
island. Members of the animated
Island cast sing well, dance well,
even seem to play well together.
Daniel's gala bal 1and other larger
scenes are made all the more dynamic by the show ' s great choreography and the cast's enthusiasm.
The Island set, created by
:Manuel Ivan Cordero, is one of
the most lush, vivid stages at the
Civic Theatre for many seasons.
With swirls of brilliant color and
playfully draped netting, the island almost looks like an underwater coral reef. The lighting, too,
is whimsical and warm.
Once On This Island hints
at the mythic, the natural cycle of
the wo.rld and the power of love,
while also touching on a number
of contemporary themes including racism. But, like the little girl
in the storm, only after the tale has
swept your imagination away will
you come to know why the story is
told. Once On This Island runs
through March 31 at the Civic
Theatre Mainstage (896-7365).
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(FRI-SUN)
Birdcage

(R )

1:30,4,7:15,9:45

·~.

Diabolique ( R)

1:20,4:15,7:30,9:35
Broken Arrow

Meet Sant Rajinder Singh
Renowned Spiritual Leader

Sunday, March 24th - 7:30 pm Free Public Health
Meditation Seminar
Radisson Twin Towers Hotel
Convention Center Entrance
Kirkman at 1-4 directly across from Universal Studios
Free of charge - No donations
For more information- 24 hour voive mail: (407) 261-0042
Visit our World Wide Web site: htt ://www.sos.or

(R)

1,3:15,5:30,7:45,10
Executive Decision
(R)
1:05,4:30,7:05,9:3 0
Up Close and Personal
( PG- 13)
1:15,4,7,9:2 5
Girl 6

•

(R )

1:35,4:40,7:4 0 ,9: 50
Happy Gilmore
(PG- 1 3)
1:30,3:30,5:30,7:30, 9 :3 0

GC at Colonial Promenade
(898-7707)

GC at Fashion Square
(896-2571)

·. AMC Fashion Village 8
(896-7688)

University 8 (657-166l)
Enzia~ Theater (644-4662)
Park 11 Theatres (644-6000)
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How sweet it is. The NCAA
tournament fielq, which began with
64, has dwindled down to its "Sweet
16". Feel free to hum "Sixteen
Candles" as you read the region re-.
caps and predictions.
EAST REGION- The second
round was when things got interesting, as Stanford gave UMass arun for
their money, nearly stalling the
country's top team, but succumbing
intheend79-74.MarcusCambycame
back from his Ketteler experience to
lead the Minutemen with 20, making
UMass the first team to enter the
Sweet 16. They'll be paired up with
the Razorbacks in game one at the
Georgia Dome, as Arkansas becomes
this tourney's Cinderella, getting to
the Sweet 16 with a 12th seed. The
Razorbacks beat Marquette 65-56, as
freshman Derek Hood got his second
double-double of the tourney. Game
two will match Texas Tech, which
quelled all the doubts by humiliating
Dean Smith's Tar Heels 92-73.Jason
Sasser took the frustrations of being
doubted out on Carolina and the
backboard at the Richmond Coliseum,
earning respect as well as a bid to play
second seeded Georgetown, a 73-62
winner o~er New Mexico.
T's PICKS: UMass topples
Arkansas by 7, as Razorbacks blow a
lead thanks to their erratic shooting.
Edgar Padilla and Carmelo Travieso

handle40rninutesofHell well, and the
Minutemen live to see another day,
78-71. The Hoyas don't seem to have
a weakness, getting throughsomecompetiti ve stages with Texas Tech, but
cruise to victory in the end 86-69.
Allen Iverson is just too quick for
Jason Martin to guard. Then again,
who can guard Iverson? EAST REGIONAL FINAL- I. UMass vs. 2.
Georgetown. The beasts of the ea5t
square off in an epic battle. Marcus
Camby has a huge game for the Minutemen, but unbelievably the guards
don't come through, with Padilla and
Travieso surrendering to Iverson and
Victor Page. Coach Calipari comes up
short in the best game of the tournament- Georgetown 79 UMass 75.
· MIDWEST REGION- Reunion Arena was the site for
Kentucky's opening round thrashing
of San Jose State, and second round
thrashing of Virginia Tech, who got
by Wisconsin-Green Bay's slow
tempo style in their opener 61-48.
Rick Pi ti no' s Cats will face Rick
Majerus' Runnin' Runnin' Utes, who
crushed Canisius without Keith Van
Hom in the first round, and used
Michael Doleac versus Iowa State,
who stopped California's party by
holding ShareefAbdur Rahim to only
7 points in the first round.
lnMilwaukee,Michiganplayed
a tough ballgame against Texas, los-

l111er11N ll'~111fetl
> Florida Citrus Sports, one of the most successful and
proactive sports organizations in the country, is currently
accepting resumes for internships for the 1996-97 year. The
schedule is flexible and they are looking for the following:
•Two flex-time interns for current semester.
•One full-time intern for the Summer, Fall and Spring.
•Two flex-time interns for the Summer, Fall and Spring.

•

•

•

> These interns will assist in all facets of media relations
for events produced by Florida Citrus Sports such as:
• 1997 CompUSA Florida Citrus Bowl game
• 1996 Olympic games and soccer competition
• Florida/Georgia High School All-Star Game
• Dowdy Avia tion Football Classic (Wake Forest vs.
Florida State)
• Olive Garden Baseball Classic
•Burger King Half-Marathon & Hooters SK
• NFL exhibition game
> Background requested:
Students majoring in Communications, Journalism or Mass
Communications related fields. Also computer experience
with IBM compatible software.
>Applications for Summer and Fall internships should be
in by March 29, 1996 - and applications for Spring 1997
should be in no later than October l l, 1996.
> Please forward letter of application and resume along
with the names and phone numbers of three references to:
J;ick Helig
Florida Citrus Sports
One Citrus Bowl Place
Orlando, FL 32805-2451
(407) 423-2476

ing 80-76. Wake Forest bombed leading the Huskies to a 68-59 win
Northeast Louisiana 62-50, creating over Colgate. That same day, Duke
an interesting second round match- lost to Eastern Michigan by 15, as
up. In the ballgame, Texas lead for the EMU looked impressive in sending
entire game, taking advantage ofTirn Coach K home. EMU looked irnpresDuncan' sflu andTony Rutland' sknee sive against UConn in round two as
problems to get a big lead. The Dea- well, but finally got overwhelmed in
cons fought all the way back to take the end. Mississippi State got by VCU
the lead with under a minute to go, in round one and lucked out by drawholding on to win by three. Making ing Princeton, who pulled the upset of
theirwayintotheSweetroundtoface the tournament by ending UCLA's
Wake was Louisville, who have been run at a repeat 43-41 in round one. The
the cardiac kids of the NCAA's com- Mississippi State/Princeton game
ing back from 12 down to force OT wasn'tallitwascrackeduptobeasthe
against Tulsa in round one.
Bulldogs blew out the Ivy champs to
T's PICKS: Kentucky gets by set up a meeting with the UConn in the
Utah by two touchdowns, as Utah's round of 16. In Orlando, Boston Collack of depth catches up with them lege made Bobby Knight's stay in 0against the Wildcats' horses. Keith townashortone, whileGeorgiaTech
VanHornfinallyplays ...--...,.~===~, beat Austin Peay. ·
a healthy game, but
Stephon Marbury
just can't keep Utes in
scored 29 on l 0 of 12
it, as Kentucky wins
shooting, including 6
85-71. WakeForestalof7 from downtown,
ways seems to find a
astheJacketsstopped
way to win, while
the Eagles.
Louisville has ridden
T's PICKS:
their talent and depth
ConnecticutandMisto success. The Cards are peaking, but sissippi State will go down to the wire,
are too inconsistent to keep up with but the Candyrnan Ray Allen will pull
the Demon Deacons. Once they fall it out for the Huskies 81-78. Dontae
behind Wake there is no way to get Jones will be huge for the Bulldogs.
back in it, as Wake wins 69-63. :MID- Georgia Tech and Cincinnati will also
WEST REGIONAL FINAL- 1. be a sweet battle. I don't think Darnell
Kentucky vs. 2. Wake Forest. The Burton will be that effective off the
Demon Deacons will slow the tempo bench, meaning that Georgia Tech' s
down in the first half and try to work weaker bench won'tbethatmuchofa
the half court game through Tim problem.FortsonandHarpringwillbe
Duncan and Ricardo Peral, but like a contrast in styles between two of the
many teams, Kentucky's depth will top sophomore forwards in the nation.
catchup to Wakeinthesecondhalf,as In the end, Stephon Marbury's savvy
the Wildcats win - Kentucky 80 and Drew Barry's leadel'Ship will lead
Wake Forest 67.
theRamblin' Wreck to the Elite 8, 87SOUTHEAST REGION- 82. SOUTHEAST REGIONAL FITop seeded UConn held a clinic in NAL-1. Connecticut vs. 3. Georgia
their opener, as Ray Allen scored 24, Tech. This great match-up will be won

by Tech, whose shooting lights out
will have everyone backing them at
Rupp Arena. Harpring will be huge in
offsetting Ray Allen, while Marbury
will dominate the ball game. Watch
Eddie Elisma and Michael Maddox,
the x-factors in Tech's success. Georgia Tech 92 UConn 85.
WEST REGION- The wild,
wack west was the site for early upsets
and unlikely happenings, but v.:asn't
particularly surprising because of the
fact that it was the weakest region.
When the dust cleared, the top seed
was gone, losing to sweet 16 surprise
Georgia, who will battle Syracuse,
who has surprisingly looked really
good in beating up NCAA heavyweightsMontanaSt and Drexel. Georgia will be their first real test. In the
other game, Arizona, who took out
Iowa in round two, battles Kansas,
who victimized Santa Clara in their
last game.
T's PICKS: Georgia will give
'Cuse a run and will end up prevailing
thanks to a deep bench and a smart
coach. Unfortunately for Syracuse,
their oxygen level will deteriorate and
they'll be victimized by UGA's efforts, 75-70. Kansas is too tough for
Arizona, who has made a remarkable
run. I guess it helps to play in your
home state.Jacque Vaughn andJerod
Haaseare better than any guard combo
the Wildcats have seen. KU will take
out Arizona 83-73.
WEST REGIONAL FINAL2. Kansas vs. 8. Georgia This game
won't be close, as the Cinderella slipper Tubby Smith's team has been
sporting will fall off. Kansas is only a
notch below Kentucky, who Georgia
has flopped against all year- Kansas
84 Georgia 68.

DO YOU
WORK AT
I/I/ALT DISNEY
111/0RLD??
If you are a student and work
at Walt Disney World,
in any capacity,
Disney Casting has a special
opportunity for you!

Please come
to the Co-op Office at
Howard Phillips Hall 208
to let us know you are eligible.
(This opportunity is not directly
related to Co-op.)
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Lady Techsters bury UCF women down in the bayou, 98-41

..

by TIM SPRINGER
Assistant sports editor

The Lady Knights spem
Spring Break preparing and participating in their first-ever trip to
the NCAA 64-team tournament.
Butjust like the holiday, the game
was over before it even started.
The number-one ranked
Lady Techsters of Louisiana Tech
brought a 28-1 record to their firstround date with the Lady Knights.
Leading all scorers was Louisiana
Tech's Monica Maxwell, who
came off the bench to score I 6
points and supplied the Lady
Techsters with the spark they
needed to seal the victory.
Shantrice Saxon led the
Lady Knights in ·scoring with I 3
points, whileGylaundaHenderson
contributed nine points in 16 minutes of play. UCF forward Tamika
Coley was limited to six points.
but collected a game-high nine
rebounds.
The Lady Knights' shooting performance was the main ingredient in the 98-41 loss. Finishing the game shooting a meager
28 percent from the field and 33
percent from the free-throw line,
the loss was noted as the fourthIargest in NCAA tournament history.
The Lady Techsters had
little trouble filling the basket from
all over the floor as they shot 52
percent from ttie .field and
outscored the Lady Knights by 28
points during each half, proving
the Lady Techsters number-one

•

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

(above) UCF sophomore Stacey Deveaux was able
to do little - to stop Tech's defense. (top right)
Guard Priscilla Smith works it near the arc.
(bottom right) Coach Richardson's family and
friends attended the first . round matchup.
ranking is for good reason .
Although
the
Lady
Techsters are considered to be "the
team to beat," UCF head coach
Jerry Richardson was pleased with
the challenge his tearn faced.

,.

"If I had to choose a place to
go in the sub-regionals, it
would've been [Louisiana Tech],"
Richardson said. "Everyone aspires to be where Louisiana Tech
is in women's basketball."

Knights improve to 20-7 after three-game sweep of Rutgers
D Golden Knights'
resiliency continues
to be key in their run
for a repeat regional
appearance.

by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

plloto/HUllT

Baseball in the genes: Freshman Erik Johnson,
younger brother of Adam, hits one of his four
doubles on the season.

How do you recover from
disastrous Texas trips to Rice and
Houston?
According to the UCF baseball team you wipe away the bitter
road memories by wiping out
weaker opponents at home.
The Golden Knights (20-7)
remedied themselves taking the
deciding game of a three-game
series against Rutgers with a 6-2
victory over the Scarlet Knights
on Sunday afternoon.
Behind a strong outing from
staff ace Craig Cozart (4-1) UCF
put up 12 hits, and had four hitters
with two apiece.
"A couple of tough losses in
Texas, but we've had a few rough
~pots so far this season," said
Knights third baseman Andy
Moser, who had two hits. "It
proved we could come back from
it.,,
Saturday's 11-2 UCF victory saw the Knights' offense explode with Adam Johnson's (.366

. BA, 32 RBis) five RBis being the
ignition.
Matt Lubozynski (3-0, 1.99
ERA) had another brilliant performance, going six innings, but
allowing ju,st two earned runs
while fanning seven.
The first game was a heart
breaker for senior lefty Tim
Riegert (4-3, 2.90 ERA). Riegert
pitched a gem, going nine innings
and giving up only four hits, one
earned run and striking out eight.

and no-hit the Masoners over the
final four innings.
Once again offensively it was
old faithful, Adam Johnson, pacing
the eight-hit attack with two of his
own.
The Golden Knights' 17th
victory came 8-2 over Lehigh University. Eight hits from eight hitters
and a combined two-hitter from
George Schmidt, Craig Cozart and
Steve Golden shut down Lehigh's
limited attack.
Following the Golden Knights'
nine-game home stand, they']] hit the
road again to face the Stetson Hatters
for some T AAC conference action in
a brief two-game stand.

...

Shinin ARMour

The problem being that UCF
only managed three hits themselves.
Before Rutgers, the Golden
Knights warmed up by abusing
George Mason like a substitute
teacher, 10-0. Three UCF pitchers combined for the win. Brian
Gomes started the game and went
five strong innings, giving up six
hits.
Those were the last Mr. Mason would see, because Grant
Eckard and Corky Beebe came in

•Matt "Lubz" Lubozynski:
3-0, 1.99 ERA and 14 K's.
• George "Schmitty"
Schmidt: 3-0, 2.03 ERA and
27 K's.
•Tim "The Picker" Riegert:
4-3, 2.90 ERA and 10 pick-offs.
• Brian "everything
but the homer" Gomes: 3-2,
3.68 ERA and hasn't
allowed a dinger to 118
batters faced.
• Craig "Mozart the
Maestro" Cozart: 4-1, 4.47
ERA and 35 K's.
• UCF's team ERA is
3.45 with only 91 earned
runs in 243 innings.
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